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Abstract. The crystal structure of Na0 3MoP20o has been solved h y three
dimensional single crystal X-ray analysis. The rclincmcnt in the cell of 
symmetry P1 with a - 4.g~13(6) A, b - 7.0110(5) A,,. = U563(4) A, 
~ = 91.400(5) A,{! = 92.466(8)', i' = 106.551(9) '' , Z = 2 has led toR = 
0.030 and Rw = 0.031 for 3327 reflections with I ;>: 3a(I). The framework 
of the structure, built up. from corner-sharing MoO,, octahedra and 
diphosphate groups, delimits large octagonal tunnels where the N a+ ions 
arc located_ This structure is closely related to that of NaMoP,O, which 
differs only by the stacking of similar layers. 

lnt~uduction 

The investigation of phosphates and silicophosphatcs of molybdenum has 
allowed several compounds to be isolated whose mixed frameworks arc 
buill up frotn P01 tetrahedra and Mo06 octahedra. In these different 
oxides, molybdenum can take various oxidation states. One of them, 
Mo(TII), which was thought to be very ra re, has been observed for the first 
time in the mixed valence oxides of type AMo\vMo111P,Si , O, (A = K, 
R b, TL Cs) (Leclaire et. al. , 1984, 1985 a, b). The great stability of Mo(lll) 
in these silicophosphatcs was then conlim1cd with the synthesis of the 
oxide MomP3Si0 11 (Leclaire and Raveau, 1987) . Recently, a new sodium 
molybdcnodiphosphate, NaMo"'P,O,. has bcm isolated (Lcdairc cl aL, 
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1988). The structu re. of this latter phlL•c which belongs to the Nal'el'zO, 
type (Gabclica-Robert et al., 1982), shows a similar behaviour of Mo( lll) 
and Fe( lll). In order to understand this particula r abili ty or molybdenum 
to form Mo(lll) phosphates, the system "MoO, ~ Mo20 3 ~ I' 20 5 ~ Na20 " 
was studied. The present work deals with the slrudural study of a novel 
mixed-valence molybdenum oxide ~a.MoP207, who:,e tunnd structure 
allows a rdther wide homogeneity range (0.25 :<;; x 5 0 50) to be realized. 

Synthesis 

Some crystals of the title compound were Jirst obtained in a mixture or 
nominal co'rnposition "aMoP20 7• Most of them were twinned. A single 
one was u:;cd ror thi:, X-ray s tudy in order to identify its chemical formula. 
After this we obtained crystal~ and microcrystalline powder from mixtures 
of nominal composition ~a)\1ol'20, (0.25 ::; x ::; 0.50). Powder dillrac
tion patterns show that within this range we obtained pure phases. 

The preparation was p,rrorm~d in two steps. Fi"l (NH4) 2HP0 4 , MoO_, 
and Na,C0 3 were mixed in an agate mortar in the molecular ratio to obt~i 11 

the stoichiometry Na, Mo6i6<,1 - x10P 20 7 and heated at600 K to decompose 
the sodium carbonate and the ammoniumpho,phate. Th~ resulting mixture 
was then added to the required amount of molybdenum (0.3 33 +x/6) and 
heated in evacuated siliCa ampoules for several days a t 1373 K. 

Structure determination 

A dark purple crystal of 0. 120 x 0.096 x 0.043 mm bas lx:cn chosen for the 
structure dctcnninalion. The Laue pallcrns showed triclinic sy1nmctry (Pt). 
The cd l parameters. determined by difTractometric techniques, a t 294 K. 
with a least-square< refinement based on 25 reflections, arc given in the 
Abstract. The data were collected on a CA D4 Enrat~Nonius difTrdclomelcr 
using gr..tphitc-monochromatized MoK, radiation (J. = 0.71069 A ). The 
intensities were measured up to 0 = 45 ' with a w~ gscan of ( l.2 1 0.35 tgO)" 
and a counter slit aperture of (1.0 + tgli) mm, all determined after a study 
or some reflections in the wll plane. The background intensity was measured 
on both ~ ides of each reflection. A periodtc control of t hree s tandard 
reflections verili~d the stability of the sample. The 3327 reflections with 
l > 3n(l) were corrected for Lorentz and polarisation dkct; nD absorption 
corrections were perfo rmed. 

A Paltcrson map and subsequent Fourier syntheses allowed us to 
determine the "MoP 10 7 ., framework which forms large tunnels running 
a long ti. A full-matrix least-squares refinement.. wit h a weighting scheme 
w ~ ./{sin 0/). ) adjusted using the program POND (Leclaire, unpublished), 
of the coordinates and the anisotn>pic thermal factors of the atoms 
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Table 1. AL()mlc paramctcrc; of Natt.)(JMoP~O ; . 

Atom • B., 

Mo(l) 0.01)()()()(0) 0 .00000(0) 0.00000(01 0 .39(t) 
Mo(2) 050000(0) 0 .50000(0 ) 0 .50000(0) 0 .42(1} 
Ptt) IUR075(9l 0 240t9(6) 0.19526(5) II 51(1) 
P(2) 0 .02281(9) -0 . .'6972(6) 0.25600(5) 0.4ll(t) 
O(t) -0.1~760(33) 0. 10297(22) 0. t 8.106( t H) 0 .86(2) 
0 (21 0 10535(34) - 0 .19509(22) 0.147'7(?0) 0.%(2) 
0(3) 0 .. >7337(30) O. t8907(22) 0.06736(19) O.X7(2) 
0(4) 0 12703(33) 0.32130(23) 0.59689(19) 0.95(2) 
0(5) 0.2746!1(35) 0.55597(26) 0.29875(19) i .03(2) 
0(~) 0.52932(35) 0.24451)(22) O . .l6R58( 17 l 0.8812) 
0 (7) - 0.20427(31) 0.45792(20) 0.14R98(17) 0.82(2) 
'JcJ - o.o~;6(1X ) ll.l kl80{7) (1.4i6(>(9) 4.36(2) 

belonging to the framework lead to fl. = 0.041. R, = 0.03() and s ~ 0.6. 
Then a difference ,;ynlh~sis shows bodium atoms in the tunnels. 

To know the amount of sodium we evaluated the sum of bond strengths 
received by the molybdenum atoms using the Zachariascn (1978) curves. 
This sum is about 3. iO instead of 4. To balance the bond strengths one 
must have 0.30 Na ~ ions in the tunnels leading to the rormula 
Na0.~oMoP207. The reti nemenl or all the parameters leads then to R = 

0.03. R, = 0.03, • = 1.2 and the coordinates listed in Table 1 ' . 

Description of the structure and discussion 

The host-latt ice of l'<ao.3MoP20 7 is built up ll·om corner-sharing MoO. 
octahedra ami diphosphate groups in ~uch a w«y that each Mo06 

octahedron is surrounded by six 1'0 4 tetrahedra and reciproca lly each P04 

tetrahedron is linked to three ~o()b octahedra and one P04 tctmhcdron. 
This framework deli mils large octogoual tunuds where the Na + ions are 
located (Fig. 1 ). Besides these tunnels, much smaller t unnels characterized 
by a distorted hexagonal section. which are empty. can also be observed. 

The geometry of the P04 tet rahedra (Table 2i is very similar to that 
previously obst:rved on other molybdenum phosphates or Silicopl10,phatcs 
involving diphosphate groups. They arc indeed characteriLcd hy three short 
P ~ 0 distances ranging from 1.498 to 1.531 A, which correspond to 
Mo~P~O bonds, and one longer P~ O distance ranging from 1.5X9 to 
1.603 A. which corrcsprmds to t he bridging oxygen of the P, 0 7 group. The 
configurat1on of the diphosphate groups is almost eclipsed (Fig. 2). 

~ l .ist;; of <.:>Lruclure f;.u.:tors and :tnisotropic thcmnal pouamelers arc available from 
lht <t uthors on request. 
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1-"ig. 1. Projection t1f the strucmrc along [I 00] shnw:ng lht tunnels. 

Table 2. Di•tancc• (A) and angles C) in the P04 tctn>hcd ra . 

1'(1) 0(1) 0(3 ill) 0(6'"1 0 (7) 

O(J) 1531(8) 2.541(3) 2.476{3) 2 .535(3) 
0(3"'1 112 .77(8) 1.520(2) :!.55(3) 2 .421(3) 
0(6m) 108.62(9) 114 .66(9) 1.517(2) 2.53B(3) 
0 (7) 108 .64(8) 102.24(8) 109.60(8) 1.589(2) 

----- .... 
P(2) 0(2) 0(4 ') 0(5') 0 (7') 

0(2) 1.507(2) 2.501(2) 24 76(3) 2.47:<') 
0{4'' ) 1 11.23(9) 1.524(2) 2.530(3) 2 . .\21>(3) 
0(5') 111.00(9) 1 1.1.64(9) 1.4n(2J 2.502(J) 
0(7') 105.23(8) 107.73(8) 10 7.54(9) 1.603(2) 

F~.l. Configuration or 1'20., project~d <tlung P - P. 
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T•hlt :1. Distances (A) and angl"' (") in the MoO, octahedra . 

Mco( l ) 0 ( 1) 0(1 ') 0 (2) 0(2') O (.iJ 0 (3') 

0 (1) 2 .022(2) 4 .043(3) 2.865(3) 2.837(3) 2 .844(3) 2.804(3) 
0(1 ') 180.00(8) 2.022(2) 2.837(3) 2.865(3) n 040J 2.844(~ ) 
0 (2) 90.57(81 R9.43(8) 2.010(2) 1.020(3) 2.748(3) 2.882(.1) 
0(2') 894.\(X) ~O .. i7(X ) 180.00(8) 2 .010(2) H X2(3) 2. 748(3) 
0 (3) 90.80(7) h9.20(7) 87.29(7) 92.71 (7) 1.'!72(2) 3.944(3) 
0 (3') 89.20(1) 90. ~()(7) 92.71(7) 87.29(7) 180 .00(3) 1.~72( 2 ) 

--- -
M o(2) 0 (4) 0(4") 0(5) O(S'') 0(6) 0 (6") 

0 (4) 2(197(2) 4.195(3) 2.993(3) 2886(3) 2.92~{3 ) .1.0:!X(]) 
0(4 ") 180.00(8) 2.()10(2 ) 2.886(3) 2.9 93(3) 3.028(3) 1.92g(J) 
0(5) 92.10(7) ~7.90(7) 2.0~(~2) 4.121(3) 2.862(3) ;U)4()i,3) 
()(5") 87 90(7) 92. 10(7) 180.00(8) 2 060(2) ~-040(3) 7.862(3) 
0 (6) RR.07(7) 91.93(7) lJ6.55(8) 93.45{~) 2 .11.5{2) 4.229(3) 
0 (611

) ?1 9 3(7) 88.07(7) 93.45(81 R6.55(8) 180.00(8) 2. 11 5(2) 

Table 4. Dis{anocs (.I\) tmd anglts Cl in the :-.JoO" polyhedron. 

!\a 0(1) 0(4'' ! 0 (4) 0(6'') 0(6"') 0(6) 

0 ( 1) 2.5g J(8) 3.599(3) 3.7S5(3) 45'11(3) 2.476(2) 3.6 14(3) 
0 (4 '') ?4JI(l) 2.333(6) 4.549(3) 2.92~(2) 4.737(3) 4 .356(1) 
0(4) 100.6(2) 154.5(6) 2J3 1( ~) 4 .356(3) 3.307(3) 2.92XI2) 
0(6") 119 5(4) 70. 1(2) 118 .6<31 2.731(10 ) 4.050(3) 5.865(3) 
0(6'") .13.0(2) 128.2(4) 77. 1(2) 91.4(4) 2.925(12) 4 .881(3) 
0(6) 76 4(2) 102.6(4) 61.5(2) 162.2(4) 105.5(2) 3.205(12) 

Symmctrycodc: i: - x. -y, -.: ; H : 1 -.~.1-J. 1 -: ; '":x- 1 .y,z;h· : -.\'1 y, I z; 
• : X. ,1'- 1, : . 

The Mo06 oct:thedra are almost regular (fable 3) but two sets of 
octahedrd must be distingui ~hcd according to their si7c and to their 
surn•unding. The Mo(1) octahedra which share their corners with six 
different P1 0, groups exhibit smaller M - 0 distances ranging J'rom 1.972 
to 2.022 A. The Mo(2) octahedra, which exhibit la rger distances, ranging 
from 2.060 to 2.11 5 A form or iginal ~l ruc tura l units with the surrounding 
dipho~phate groups each Mo(2) octahedron shares four corners of one of 
its basal planes with two P20 , groups, J'onning [Mo P40 ,.l units (Fig. J) 
in which the diphosphate groups arc in tra11s position ; the two other 
opposite apices of the Mo(2) octahedron are linked to two differen t 
diphospha te groups. The structure ofNa 0_, 0MoP20 , can be described in a 
very simple way by taking into considera tion the existence of the [Mo P 40 16] 

units ; each unit shares the opposite corners of its Mo{2) octa hedra with 
the next one along d forming inlinilc columns (MoP.010j., running along 
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Fig. 3. fMoP40 16] unit. 

Fie. 4. [Mor ... o."']J, columns runmng. along [lOO). 

this directio n (F ig. 4); laterally in the (010) plane, these columns are linked 
through the Mo( l) octahedra which fonn themselves columns <tlc>ng ti 
(F ig. 1) leading to the structural form ulation (Mo(2)l'.O,.] (Mo(l )0 3]. 

The examination of the sodium distribution in the structure shows its 
no n-stoichiometric character. T he sodium io ns arc not located at the center 
of the tunnel, but close to the walls. Two sites a re available, which ca nnot 
be rully occupied simultaneously owing to the too short distance between 
two neighbouring sites (1.03 A). 

This ltaus to a maximum occupancy coefficient of 0. 5, correspo nding 
to the limiting formula Na0_5 MoP20 7. Thus N a0_30MoP20, corrC$ponds 
to an intermediate composit ion in which the Na" ions a nd catio nic 
vacancies arc statistically distributed over the two types of sites . The 
possibility of devia tion from stoichiometry fo r sodium has been c!Tcclivcly 
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observed ; a pure phase has indeed been isolated for 0.25 < x < 0.50. 
whereas the X-ray difl'raction patterns show up a mixture -;;f thi~ pha,..; 
and of MoP ,O , (K ioomura ~~ al., 1985) for 0 < x < 0.25, and the 
formation of another unidentified oxide for x > 0.5. lhe coordination of 
~od ium, which is surrounding by six close oxygen neighbours, with d is
tances ranging from 2.333 to 3.205 A is rather similar to that o bserved in 
many oxides. T he anisotropic thermal agitation of this cation along the 
tunnel axis is also remarkable. 

The mixed valence of molybdenum in this phosphate is closely related 
to the sodi um no n-stoichiometry. The smaller values of t he Mo(l )- 0 
dis tanu::; suggest that the Mo(l ) sites a re oc-cupied hy molybdenum(IV), 
whcrea.s the M o(2) si tes are occupied by molybdcnum(lll) leading for t he 
limiting phosphate to the lr>rmulation NnMo1"Mo"'P 4 0 14. The calculation 
of the sum of the electrostatic bond strengths lor Na0 _ _, 0 \1ol'2 0 7 according 
to the theory dcvclopped hy Zacharia~en (1978) is in agreement with this 
hypothesis; one obtains 4.22 and 3. t 8 A for Mo(1) and Mo(2) respective]~. 
Thts re;ult ts also supported by the examination of the coordinatio n 
polyhedron or sodium which shares o ne o xygen a tom with each Mo(1) 
octahedron and five oxygen at.oms with each Mo(2) octahedron. T he oxy
gen ato ms surrounding Mo(2) receive less bond strengths from it than those 
surrounding M o(1), the difference being provided by sodi um. 

The [Mol'40 ,] fr amework o f Na"_,0 M o P20 7 is closely related to that 
observed fo r NaMo P20, (Leclaire ct al., 19S8) i. c. to the NaFeP20 7 type 
struct ure (Gabelica-Robcrt ct al., 1982). Both structures are formed bv 
the sta king o f layers of Mo06 octahedra which alternate with layer ~f 
diphospha te groups (Fig . 5). Those layers which have the same composition 
in both ox ides can be lormulated [MoO,]"' and [P20 4) ., and arc parnl let 
to the (1 00> plane or Na0 _3M o1'20,, i.e. to the (001) p lane or NaMol'20 7 . 
Moreover the [Mo03L,. octahedral layers are practically identical in both 
structures; the MoO. octahedra exhibit q ui te similar positions and 
oricnhttio ns within the same layer (Fig . 5). fn both structures t he [P2 0 4L-, 
la yers are formed of columns of P20 7 groups r unning along [010] in 
Na0 3Mo P, O , and along (100] in NaMoP20 ,. However, o nly one rypc of 
disposition of the P20, groups is observed in Na0 _, MoP,07 (Fig. Sa) 
whereas two sorls of tetrahedral layers a re observed in NaMoP20 7 
corresponding to the tetrahedral Na 0. 3MoP20 , type layers anu their 
enanLhiumo rpb (Fig. 5b), resp...'Clivcly. T hus both structures N a0 _3MoP20, 
and NaM oP 20 , arc built up from identical stacking or identical [M oO_,].,. 
octahedral layers (labelled Oc), but differ by the ~lacking and the geometry 
of their tetrahedral {P10.)". layers (labelled Te and TeE, resp<:clivcly) : 

Oc - - Te - Oc- Tc-Oc fo r Na0•3 MoP20, (F ig. Sa) 
and 

Oc - Te - Oc - Te"-Oc - Tc - Oc for NaMoP20 7 (Fig. 5 b). 
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Fig.. 5. Stacking of the layer~ of MoO,. octahedra and of tliphosphatc groups: a) in 
N<to., Mor,O,; h) in Ka~loP,O,. 

ll is worth pointing out that the TeE layer is shifted by a distanc<: 
corrcspon<.ling to an e<.l g~ of an octahedron with respect to the corre-
sponding Te layer. . . . These close relationship between the two st rucmres lead to snmlar 
strin~s of corner-sharing Mo06 octahednt and diphosphate groups running 
along [010) and [1 00) in Na0 .3MoP10 7 and NaMoP,O·, rcsrx-'Cttvely 
(F ig. Ci). On the opposite, the different stackmg of the tetrahedral layers 
and their enantiomorph makes that the [MoP,0, 6) umB of Nan.,MoP, O
(Fig. 1) arc replaced by [MoP20 1 J units. built up from one octahedron 
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.... JX. 6. String of l:Orncr·sharing MoOt. ot.:tahcdra atld P2 0 7 unit:::. 

sha ring tw'l apices with the same dipho,;phate group, in !"aMoP,.0 7 (Fig. 7) 
The great similarity between t hese two structural types ' uggc<ts that 

investigations should bccarrit:t! out in order to isola te intergrowths between 
the two ~tructurcs . 
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